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I Introduction

Breast cancer is one of the most frequent cancers and the leading cause of mortality for women, 
affecting almost one eighth of them and giving one third of cancers. Evidences show that X-ray 
mammography is the only reliable screening method giving nearly 95% chance of survival within 5 
years due to early detection. [1]
Due to the huge number of images captured per year and the high number of false positive 
diagnoses done by doctors (80-93%), development of mammographic decision support systems is 
under heavy research.

II Importance of joint analysis

During X-ray screening two different views are captured of each breast: a CC (cranio-caudal) from 
above and a leaning lateral view, the MLO. The two most important symptoms are 
microcalcifications (small spots that have high intensity compared to their environment) and masses
(big, high intensity blobs). Our results and other publications on this topic show that obtaining high 
hit rate while keeping the number of false positive detections low is extremely difficult. [1] 
Microcalcification and mass detector algorithms developed in our department have quite a good hit 
rate (near 95%) but the false positive hits per image are 3 per image in the case of 
microcalcifications and 6 in the case of masses. [2,3] This rate can be achieved if – in addition to 
the individual analysis – joint analysis of the images is done similar to the way done by radiologist 
experts. Finding a pair to a mass- or microcalcification-candidate can increase the probability that 
the hit is a true positive one.
Since in X-ray mammography perfect 3-D reconstruction is impossible due to breast deformation, 
we implemented a simple “2.5-D” positioning system between CC and MLO images for this joint 
analysis. This means that we can assign a stripe on the MLO image to every mass-candidate on the 
CC image and vice versa. The stripe is based on the position of the nipple and the angle of the 
pectoral muscle. According to this reference system we could make a hypothesis: “the distances of 
a mass (measured from the tangent that is parallel to the pectoral muscle and placed in the nipple) in 
the CC and MLO pictures are equal”.
The correctness of the reference system and our hypothesis were tested by a statistical analysis. 
Results showed that the assumption was correct though there is some variance caused by the 
failures of the algorithm, wrong radiologist assessment or the flaw of the hypothesis (because of 
breast deformation) for a few cases. To compensate these effects the width of the stripe can be 
increased by a constant or by a number relative to the width of the stripe to counteract the deviation 
of the algorithm.

Since masses have characteristic texture, the reference system can be improved by textural analysis. 
This is done through the following steps. First the image is segmented by EdgeFlow [5], and then 
texture features are calculated for each segment, k-means clustering is applied to these features 
resulting a better segmentation. Once we have a good quality segmentation, we recalculate features 
for the new segments. After these preliminary steps we establish the reference system. Then for 
each mass-candidate we do pairing by computing the corresponding stripe and – based on texture 
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features – we choose the most similar segments within the stripe. (Note that based on some rule-
based laws this pairing may result no pair at all. This decision mainly contains size, intensity, 
texture similarity based rules.)

Results proved that in the case of microcalcifications by loosing 3.1% of true positive hits we can 
gain a decline of 13.1% in false positive hits, while in the case of masses we found these numbers to 
be 4% and 13.3% respectively. (Performance in the latter case should be better due to the textural 
analysis but since false positive hits are higher, so is the probability of random pairing.) [4]
As it can be seen from the results above – it proved to be true that such an analysis can improve 
performance but since running times are high, the approach cannot be used yet. Therefore lately we 
started focusing on quickening algorithms while keeping performance at least at the same level. 
This is partly a technical, partly substantive question since for better running times it is not enough 
to use clever coding techniques but some algorithms had to be substantially modified. (However –
faster running has one benefit. There are always some free parameters that affect performance, and 
therefore should be carefully tuned. With less running time a more exhaustive testing can be done
during the same amount of time.)
Up to the time of present article running times declined to half, while – according to the tests –
performance is still as good as it was. This means about 10 minutes of running time per pairs of 
images.

III Using Our Algorithms on Chest X-ray images

Lung cancer is also an important factor of mortality and (since it affects both genders) is an even 
more important factor in the medical budget. Since some of our algorithms can be applied for 
general image processing, trying our algorithms on these images seemed to be a rational step.

EdgeFlow and the segmentation algorithm based on it seemed to be useful in analysis of chest X-
ray images. EdgeFlow has proved to be useful for edge detection, however our experiments and 
national publications show that directional filters can better be used for this aim since a priori 
information is given in fields where such an algorithm is needed (eg. bone identification). We found 
the same in the case of segmenting the lung from the background. A simple radix transformation-
based algorithm implementation gives just as good results as EdgeFlow with much better running 
times.
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